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Abstract: MatLab® (MATrix LABoratory) is a numerical computation and simulation 
tool that is used by thousands Scientists and Engineers in many countries. MatLab does purely 
numerical calculations, which can be used as a glorified calculator or interpreter programming 
language; its real strength is in matrix manipulations. Computer algebra functionalities are 
achieved within the MatLab environment using "symbolic" toolbox. This feature is similar to 
computer algebra programs, provided by Maple or Mathematica to calculate with mathematical 
equations using symbolic operations. 
MatLab in its interpreter programming language form (command interface) is similar 
with well known programming languages such as C/C++, support data structures and cell arrays 
to define classes in object oriented programming. As such, MatLab is equipped with most ofthe 
essential constructs of a higher programming language. MatLab is packaged with an editor and 
debugging functionality useful to perform analysis of large MatLab programs and find errors. 
We believe there are many ways to approach real-world problems; prescribed methods to 
ensure foregoing solutions are incorporated in design and analysis of data processing and 
visualization can benefit engineers and scientist in gaining wider insight in actual 
implementation of their perspective experiments. This presentation will focus on data processing 
and visualizations aspects of engineering and scientific applications. Specifically, it will discuss 
methods and techniques to perform intermediate-level data processing covering engineering and 
scientific problems. MatLab programming techniques including reading various data files 
formats to produce customized publication-quality graphics, importing engineering and/or 
scientific data, organizing data in tabular format, exporting data to be used by other software 
programs such as Microsoft Excel, data presentation and visualization will be discussed. 
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Agenda:
• Abstract
• Matrix and vector analysis and
manipulations
• Mathematical functions
• Symbolic calculations & functions
• Import/export data files
• Writing function and passing
parameters
• Test application programs
Mathematical functions
Import/export data files
Writing function and passing parameters
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Abstract
MatLab® (MATrix LABoratory) is a numerical computation and simulation tool that is used by thousands of Scientists
and Engineers in many countries. MatLab does purely numerical calculations, which can be used as a glorified
calculator or interpreter programming language; its real strength is in matrix manipulations. Computer algebra
functionalities are achieved within the MatLab environment using "symbolic" toolbox. This feature is similar to
computer algebra programs, provided by Maple or Mathematica to calculate with mathematical equations using
symbolic operations.
MatLab in its interpreter programming language form (command interface) is similar to well known programming
languages such as C/C++, support data structures and cell arrays to define classes in object oriented programming. As
such, MatLab is equipped with most of the essential constructs of a higher programming language. MatLab is
packaged with an editor and debugging functionality useful to perform analysis of large MatLab programs and find
errors.
We believe there are many ways to approach real-world problems; prescribed methods to ensure foregoing solutions
are incorporated in design and analysis of data processing and visualization can benefit engineers and scientist in
gaining wider insight in actual implementation of their perspective experiments/design. This presentation will focus
on data processing and visualization aspects of engineering and scientific applications. Specifically, it will discuss
methods and techniques to perform intermediate-level data processing covering engineering and scientific problems.
MatLab programming techniques including reading various data files formats to produce customized publication-
quality graphics, importing engineering and/or scientific data, organizing data in tabular format, exporting data to be
used by other software programs such as Microsoft Excel, data presentation and visualization will be discussed.
The presentation will emphasize creating practical scripts (programs) that extend the basic features of MatLab.
Topics include:
Matrix and vector analysis and manipulations
Symbolic calculations & functions
Program logic and flow control
Test application programs
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Vector
Row vector
There are different ways to declare
a row vector
A row vector with 5 different
elements declared and initialized
below:
» a =[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]




Column vector are defined by
using a ; between each element of
vector
Column vector can also be created
by tra nsposing a row vector
Single quote (I) is used to
transpose a matrix
» b =[1· 2· 3· 4· 5], , , ,
»b =a l
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Matrix
Matrix (two dimensional)
»m = [1.2,3,4; -3.7, -2, 5; 1,2,3]
m=
Note: The default representation of numeric
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Add extra row to a Matrix




» a =[a; 7 7 7]
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Add extra column to a Matrix




» a = [a J [9; 9] ]
a=
a=
1 2 4 1 2 4 9
2 4 6 2 4 6 9
7 7 7
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Work with Matrix
Colon Operator:
• Used to define new matrices
• Modify existing matrices
• Extract data from existing
matrices
Note: M(:} Converts a two
dimensional matrix to a single
column
% delete second column
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Work with Matrix
Select a row/ column from a
Matrix and assign it to a
vector





% select the first row of
Matrix a and assign it to
vector b
» b = a(l}:)
b=
246





% select the second column of
Matrix a and assign it to
vector b
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Work with Matrix
Select a rowl column from a
Matrix and assign it to a
vector





% select the first row of










% select the second column of
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Work with Matrix
Convert a matrix to a column
vector use the MatLab colon
operator (:)
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Elementary Matrix Manipulations
The command help elmat





• zeros - Zeros array, Creates
a matrix of all zeros
• ones - Ones array, Creates a
matrix of all ones
• eye - Identity matrix.
• repmat - Replicate and tile
array.
• rand - Uniformly distributed
random numbers.
• randn - Normally distributed
random numbers.
• linspace - Linearly spaced
vector.
• logspace - Logarithmically
spaced vector.
• freqspace - Frequency
spacing for frequency
response.
• meshgrid - X and V arrays for
3-D plots.
• : - Regularly spaced vector
and index into matrix.
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Elementary Matrix Manipulations
• reshape - Change size.
• diag - Diagonal matrices and
diagonals of matrix, Extracts a
diagonal or creates an identity
matrix
• blkdiag - Block diagonal
concatenation.
• tril - Extract lower triangular
part.
• triu - Extract upper triangular
part.
• fliplr - Flip matrix in left/right
direction.
• flipud - Flip matrix in
up/down direction.
• flipdim - Flip matrix along
specified dimension.
• rot90 - Rotate matrix 90
degrees.
• find - Find indices of
nonzero elements.
• end - Last index.
• sub2ind - Linear index
from multiple subscripts.
• ind2sub - Multiple
subscripts from linear index.
Specialized matrices
• compan - Companion
matrix.
• gallery - Higham test
matrices.
• hadamard - Hadamard
matrix.
• hankel - Hankel matrix.
• hilb - Hilbert matrix.
• invhilb - Inverse Hilbert
matrix.
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• magic - Magic square,
Creates a "magic" matrix
• pascal - Pascal matrix.
• rosser - Classic symmetric
eigenvalue test problem.
• toeplitz - Toeplitz matrix.
• vander - Vandermonde
matrix.
• wilkinson - Wilkinson's
eigenvalue test matrix.
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Work with Matrix
MatLab onesO function
ones(N) function returns a N-
by-N matrix of ones
ones(M,N) returns a M-by-N
matrix of ones







size(X) returns the size of a
matrix (number of rows and





ans = 2 3
MatLab lengthO function
LENGTH(X) returns the length
of (row or column) vector X
» length(b)
ans = 3











Note: MatLab checks for the
computational rules of matrix
algebra, an error message is
displayed when a rule is
violated
+ matrix addition is the
operation of adding two
matrices by adding the
corresponding entries
together.
A + B adds A and B
A and B must have the same
dimensions, unless one is
scalar.
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Matrix Arithmetic Operations
- matrix subtraction is the
operation of subtracting two
matrices by subtracting the
corresponding entries
together.
A - B su btracts B from A
A and B must have the same
dimensions} unless one is
scalar.





* matrix multiplication is the
operation of multiplying two
matrices
»K= M * L
the number of columns in the
matrix on the left (M) must
equal the number of rows in
the matrix on the right (L)
Note: M * L -:t L * M
» M= [1 2 3; 4 5 6]










A. *B is the entry-by-entry
product of A and B
A and B must have the same
dimensions
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Matrix Arithmetic Operations
matrix division
MatLab supports two division
operators, namely right
division / and left division \
\ Matrix left division
X = A\B solves the symbolic
linear equations A*X=B
Note that A\B is roughly
equivalent to inv(A)*B.
.\ Array left division
A.\B is the matrix with entries
B(i,j)/A(i,j)
A and B must have the same
dimensions, unless one is
scalar.
/ Matrix right division
X=B/A solves the symbolic
linear equation X*A=B
Note that B/A is the same as
(A. I\B. I) .
./ Array right division
A./B is the matrix with entries
A(i,j)/B(i,j)
A and B must have the same
dimensions, unless one is
scalar.
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Matrix Arithmetic Operations
X2 + X3 =5
3Xl + X3 =6
-Xl + X2 =1
» A = [0 11; 3 a1; -11 0]
» b =[5; 6; 1]
»x =A\b % left division
A= a 1 1
x=
3 a 1 1.0000
-1 1 a 2.0000
3.0000
b = [5 ; 6; 1]
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MatLab Mathematical Functions








• Rounding and remainder
functions
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MatLab Mathematical Functions (Trigonometric)
acos Inverse cosine. cot Cotangent.
acosh Inverse hyperbolic cosine. coth Hyperbolic cotangent.
acot Inverse cotangent. esc Cosecant.
csch Hyperbolic cosecant.
acoth Inverse hyperbolic cotangent. sec Secant.
acsc Inverse cosecant. sech Hyperbolic secant.
acsch Inverse hyperbolic cosecant. sin Sine.
asec Inverse secant. sinh Hyperbolic sine.




asinh Inverse hyperbolic sine.
atan Inverse tangent.
atan2 Four quadrant inverse tangent.
atanh Inverse hyperbolic tangent.
cos Cosine.
cosh Hyperbolic cosine.
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Common (base 10) logarithm.
Base 2 logarithm and dissect
floating-point numbers.
nextpow2 Next higher power of 2.
Pow2 Base 2 power and scale floating-
point numbers.
Reallog Guarantee output from log is a
noncomplex matrix.
reallog10 Guarantee output from log10 is a
noncomplex matrix.
realpow Guarantee output from power is a
noncomplex matrix.














Sort numbers into complex
conjugate pairs.
Complex imaginary part.
True for noncomplex arrays.
Real part of complex array.
Remove phase angle jumps
across 3600 boundaries.
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MatLab Mathematical Functions (Statistical/Discrete Mathematics Functions)
mean arithmetic mean or average value
of elements
median median value of elements
min smallest component
max largest component
var variance of the elements in a
vector
std standard deviation from the mean
of elements
sum sum of elements
prod product of elements
sort sorting elements within a vector
sortrows sorting rows within a
matrix by values in a column




factor(x) returns a vector containing the
prime factors of x
gcd(x}y) greatest common denominator
Icm(x) lowest common multiple
rats(x) represent x as a fraction
factorial(x) returns factorial of x
primes(x) generates a list of prime
. numbers less than or equal to x
isprime(x) returns 1 if the elements of x
which are prime} 0 otherwise




































plotO function is used to plot a two
dimensional plot
plot30 function is used to plot a three
dimensional plot
A plot can be made using various symbols}
colors and line types
Line types} plot symbols and colors for plotO
or plot30 functions are represented through
a character string
For example} a character string 'go:' means a
green dotted line with a circle at each data
point
plot(X}~'go:') plots a green dotted line with a
circle at each data point
plot3(X}Y}Z/ks-.') plots a black dashdot line
with square at each point
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MatLab platO function
» angle = O:pif30:2*pi; V = sin(angle)








Y = sin(angle) plot(angle,Y)
y", plol(angle. Y:, )
plot(angle, V,I r.: I) plots a red dotted line
with a circle at each data point
» angle = O:pif30:2*pi; V = sin(angle)


























plol(angle. Y,' r ) plots a led dolled line wrlh a circle at each data point
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MatLab Multiple function plots
» angle =O:pi/30:2*pi
»fi =exp(-2*angle)
» f2 = sin(angle*3)
»f3 =cos(angle*4)
» plot(angle,[fi; f2; f3])










plot(anglo, [11: 12: f3])
» angle =O:pi/30:2*pi
» fi = exp(-2*angle)
»f2 =sin(angle*3)
»f3 = cos(angle*4)
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MatLab Multiple function plots
» angle = Iinspace(0,10*pi,100)
» % generates 100 points between 0 and 10* pi
» y = cos(angle); z = sin(angle)
» plot3(angle, y, z); grid ...












» angle=-5 :0.01:5; plot3(cos(2 * pi*angle), sin(2 * pi * angle),angle)





~~ 06 ." .
N







II -0" .' 0"
3
»% A three-dimensional plot using the mesh command
»x = (-3:0.1:3); % grid frame in x direction
»y = (-3:0.1:3)'; % grid frame in y direction
» v = ones(length(x),l); % auxiliary vector
» X =v*x; % grid matrix of the x values
» Y = y*v'; % grid matrix of the y values
»f =sin(X."2+Y."2). *exp(-0.2*(X."2+Y."2));
»% function value
» mesh(X, Y, f) % mesh plot with mesh














»% A three-dimensional plot using the mesh command
»x =[-2:0.2:2]; y =[-2:0.2:2];
» [X,V] =meshgrid(x,Y);




» zlabel('Z =X. *exp(-X.A2-V.A 2)')
-2 -2










»% A three-dimensional plot using the surf command
»x =[-2:0.2:2]; Y=[-2:0.2:2];
» [XIY] =meshgrid(xly};
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MatLab three-dimensional plots
-2 -2


















»% A three-dimensional plot using the surf command
»x = [-2:0.2:2]; y = [-2:0.2:2];
» [X/V] = meshgrid(x/V);
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Symbolic Calculations
MATLAB is a numerical simulation tool (not a
symbolic algebraic)
MatLab provides a Symbolic Math toolbox to
perform symbolic calculations
Type the command help symbolic to get the
MatLab symbolic capabilities
The Symbolic Math Toolbox uses "symbolic
objects" produced by the "sym " function.
For example, the statement
x = sym('x') produces a symbolic variable
named x
The statements x = sym('x'); y = sym('y');
can be combined into one statement
involving the "syms" function.
syms x y
Symbolic variables can be use in
expressions or as arguments to many
different functions.
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Symbolic Calculations - SimplifY a function: simpleff)
Simplify f = cos(x)J\2 + sin(x)J\2
»f = cos(x)J\2 + sin(x)J\2
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Symbolic Calculations - diff - Differentiate
Steps to execute a symbolic calculation
(1) Use command symbols to declare
the variables necessary to perform a
symbolic calculation
(2) Use a MatLab symbolic command
»syms x y
% or we can use x = sym('x'); y= sym('y);
» f 1 = sin(x*y)*cos(2*y)
f 1 =sin(x*y)*cos(2*y)
» diff(fl)




cos(x y) Ycos(2 y)
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Symbolic Calculations - diff - Differentiate
»syms x y % or we can use x = sym('x'); y= sym('y);
» f 1 = sin(x*y) *cos(2 *y)
f 1 =sin(x*y)*cos(2*y)




cos(x y) Ycos(2 y)
»syms x y % or we can use x = sym('x'); y= sym('y);
»f2 = sin(x*y)*cos(2*y)
f2 = sin(x*y) *cos(2 *y)
» diff(f2/y) % differentiate with respect to symbol y
ans = cos(x*y) *x*cos(2 *y)-2 *sin(x*y) *sin(2 *y)
» pretty(ans)
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Symbolic Calculations - int - Integrate
Perform the following integrals symbolically, andfor the indefinite integrals
rr/2Jo cosxsinxdx
» int(cos(x) *sin(x),x, O,pi/2)
ans = 1/2
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Symbolic Calculations - Summation






1/4 (n + 1) -1/2 (n + 1) + 1/4 (n + 1)
» simplify(ans}
ans= 1/4*nI\4+1/2*n/\3+1/4*nI\2
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taylor - Taylor series.
jacobian - Jacobian matrix.
symsum - Summation of series.
Linear Algebra.
diag - Create or extract diagonals.
triu - Upper triangle.
tril - Lower triangle.
Inv - Matrix inverse.
det - Determinant.
rank - Rank.
rref - Reduced row echelon form.
null - Basis for null space.
colspace - Basis for column space.
eig - Eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
svd - Singular values and singular vectors.
jordan - Jordan canonical (normal) form.
poly - Characteristic polynomial.
expm - Matrix exponential.
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MatLab Programming
MatLab is a programming language in itself; it includes
programming language constructs such as loops~ branches
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M-files
M-File can be either scripts orfunctions
Scripts are simply files containing a sequence of MatLab
statements/commands
Functions make use of their own local variables and accept input
arguments
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MATLAB Script
Steps in writing and running a MatLab script program:
Use an editor; to create a file (from the menu) File> New> m-file
Type in the MatLab command sequences
Save the file (e.g. dynamicSysl.m); make sure the file path is accessible to
MatLab
Run the file (e.g. dynamicSysl.m) ; in Command Windo~ type the file name
(e.g. dynamicSysl) M-File name
View the file (e.g. dynamicSysl.m); type LS in Command Window
Note: The name of an M-file begins with an alphabetic character and has a
filename extension of .m.
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Import/export data files
% Simple program script - Example 1
clear all % clear all variables from memory
% 5=load(filename} load data from the specified file into a matrix
% laod filename - it uses the file name as the matrix variable name
%




% Calculate Mean and standard deviations
average_ weight = mean(weight};
std_ weight = std(weight};
maximum_ weight = max(weight};
minimum_ weight = min(weight};
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disp(sprintf('\n \tAverage Weight: %6.2f~ average_ weight));
disp(sprintf('\n \tStandard Deviation: %6.2f~ std_ weight));
disp(sprintf('\n \tMaximum Weight: %6.2f~ maximum_ weight));
disp(sprintf('\n \tMinimum Weight: %6.2f~ minimum_ weight));
disp(sprintf('\n \n '));
%divide figure in one ro~ two columns, then select pane 1
subplot(l,2,l);% subplot: row=l, column=2, pane=l
% plot (linear 2-D plot)of weight data
plot(weight)
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% plot average line
plot(l:size(weight),average_weight, 'r.:');
% subplot: row=l, column=2, pane=2
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(height)







disp(sprintf('\n \tAverage Height: %6.2f~ average_height));
disp(sprintf('\n\tStandard Deviation: %6.2f~ std_ weight));
disp(sprintf('\n\tMaximum Height: %6.2f~ maximum_height));
disp(sprintf('\n\tMinimum Height: %6.2f~ minimum_height));
disp(sprintf('\n\tDone'));
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% Simple program script - Example 2
% clear removes all variables from the workspace; to free up system
% memory.
clear all
% clc clears all input and output from the Command Window displa~
% giving you a "clean screen. "
clc
% The linspace function generates linearly spaced vectors. It is
% similar to the colon operator ":", but gives direct control over
% the number ofpoints.
% y = linspace(a,b,n) generates a row vector y of n points linearly
% spaced between and including a and b.
%
% x=linspace(OI10*pi, l000);
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% The Colon Operator (:) is used to create a vector containing:
% -2.0000 -1.8000 -1.6000 ..... 1.6000 1.8000 2.0000
% with 21 cells
x=[-2:0.2:2J;
y=[-2:0.2:2J;
% meshgrid - Generates X and Ymatrices for three-dimensional plots
% [XJYJ = meshgrid(xJy) transforms the domain specified by vectors x
% and y into arrays X and ~ which can be used to evaluate functions
% of two variables and three-dimensional mesh/surface plots. The rows
% of the output array X are copies of the vector x; columns of the
% output array Yare copies of the vector y.
%




% 1 2 3
% 1 2 3
% 1 2 3
% 1 2 3




% 10 10 10
% 11 11 11
% 12 12 12
% 13 13 13
% 14 14 14
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% . * operator is used to perform an element by element multiplication
Z-X. *exp(-X. A2- Y: A2};
% mesh(X~Y,Z} draws a wireframe mesh with color determined by Z so color
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subplot{2/2/2)
% surf{X/~Z) creates a shaded surface using Zfor the color data as well
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Eile ~dit ~w Insert 10015 Window tielp
) Figure No.1 1- lfQJr'Xl
subplot(2~2~4)
% surfc(... ) draws a contour plot beneath the surface.
surfc(X~ Y,Z)




Mesh Plot Surface Plot
y-axis -2 -2 x-axis
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M-file function
Syntax
function [outl, out2, ...J= funname(inl, in2, .. .)
function [outl, out2, ...J= funname(inl, in2, .. .) defines function
funname that accepts inputs inl, in2, etc. and returns
outputs outl, out2, etc.
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Multiple functions within an M-File
MatLab allows multiple subfunctions within aM-File
These subfunctions are not visible to other functions in the
other M-Files
A function is terminated using an end statement or use a return
statement to force an early return
Local variables
The variables within the body of the function are all local
variables
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When MATLAB does not recognize a function by name/ it
searches for a file of the same name on disk. If the
function is found/ MATLAB compiles it into memory for
subsequent use
When you call an M-file function from the command line or
from within another M-file/ MATLAB parses the function
and stores it in memory. The parsed function remains in
memory until cleared with the clear command or you quit
MATLAB




Output: mean and stdev
function [mean, stdev] = stat(x}
n = length(x};
mean =sum(x}/n;
stdev = sqrt(sum((x-mean}. /\2/n}};
end
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function_handle (@)
Function handle is used to call functions indirectly
Syntax
handle = @functionname
handle = @functionname returns a handle to the specified
MATLAB function
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Function handle
A function handle is a MATLAB value that provides a
means of calling a function indirectly





Test calls minimize function, function Handle to
rosenbrock function is passed as parameter to minimize
function
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% Partial example
function y = rosenbrock()
% Rosenbrock banana function
% The minimum is at (1,1), (y=8.1777e-010).
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% MatLab Script
% File name: Test
x=[-1.21J;
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% File Name: minimize.m
function [x~ y ~ history] = minimize(functionHandle~ x_init)
history = [];
options = optimset('OutputFcn~ @myoutput);
[x y] =fminsearch(functionHandle~ x_init~options);
function stop = myoutput(x~optimvalues~state);
stop = [];
if state == 'iter'
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Z =100*(Y-X. /\2}. /\2+(l-X}. /\2;
subplot(2,2,l}
% mesh(X, Y,Z} draws a wireframe mesh with color determined by Z so color
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% MatLab Script
% surf(X~~Z) creates a shaded surface using Zfor the color data as well
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% MatLab Script
% File name: minimizeTest
subplot(2,2,4}
% surfc('.') draws a contour plot beneath the surface.
5urfc(X, Y,Z}




close all; % close all previously drawn graphs





plot(history(:11}lhistory(:12}, '--rs', 'LineWidth ~2, 'MarkerEdgeColor',
'k' 'MarkerFaceColor' 'g' 'MarkerSize' 2}1 1 1 1
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% The first 300,000 digits of pi
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% Utility program to group digits of Pi
% (group of1, 10 and 15 digits)-
% Use the first 300000 digits of Pi
fid = fopen('PI.txt');





















fprintf(fid2, '%155 %155 %155 %155 ...
%15s\n ~acllac2Iac3Iac4,ac5);
end
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% group of 10, 5 groups per row
for d=1:30000
abl=b(j:k}; j=j+l0; k=k+l0;
ab2=b(j:k}; j j+10; k=k+10;
ab3=b(j:k}; j-j+l0; k=k+l0;
ab4=b(j:k}; j=j+l0; k=k+l0;
ab5=b(j:k}; j j+10; k=k+10;
fprintf(fidl, '%1 Os %10s %10s %10s %10s\n~abl, ab2, ab3 ,ab4 ,ab5};
End











fclose(fid}; fclose(fidl}; fclose(fid2}; fclose(fid3};
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% The first 300,000 digits of pi
t
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% Utility Program to count digits 0 - 9 in the first 300000 digits of Pi
%
fid = fopen('PI. txt');
b =fscanf{fid/ '%5')/' % It has two rows now.








% Change 300000 to a desire count
%
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% Program utility to count 0 - 9 in the first 300000 digits of Pi
% inside 'file name'
%
fid =fopen('PI. txt');
b =fscanf(fid~ '%5'); % It has two rows now.
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% Change 300000 to a desire count
%
for d=1:300000
if a(l~d) == '1' d1=d1 +1;
elseif a(l~d) == '2' d2=d2+1;
elseif a(l~d) == '3' d3=d3+1;
elseif a(l~d) == '4' d4=d4+1;
elseif a(l~d) == '5' d5=d5+1;
. elseif a(l~d) .= '6' d6=d6+1;
elseif a(l~d) == '7' d7=d7+1;
elseif a(l~d) == '8' d8=d8+1;
elseif a(l~d) == '9' d9=d9+1;






% show counts of digits 0-9
dO~ d1~ d2~ d3~ d4~ d5~ d6~ d7~ d8~ d9
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Thank you!
